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Research question

 How do Esther’s dads shift footing and frames, and 

negotiate counter-discourse on FB live feed in their 

construction of animal rights activist identity? 



Steve

Derek

Delores

Reuben
Shelby

Finnegan Esther T. W. Pig

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_9C8eCJD_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_9C8eCJD_g


Background

The Animal Rights Movement

○ Kenneth Shapiro (1996) press's conferral of the terrorist image on contemporary animal 

advocates has threatened to discredit the current movement by marginalizing it as extremist

Lyle Munro (2011) 

○  non violence

○  positive radical flank effect (Haines, 1984)



Background

Esther’s Approach

○ EDs’ approach rests on the foundation of kindness and positivity

○ Counter discourse on two fronts

○ Elevate Esther’s status to that of an ambassador and leader



Approach to Spoken Discourse Analysis

Interactional Sociolinguistics

“Social constructionist view of discourse as a series of habitual, reinforced social 

practices in which language is used as a resource for participants to actively and 

creatively reshape their surroundings shaped by macro, pre-existing social 

structures”.(Cameron, 2001:88) 



Interactional Sociolinguistics

Frames

Bateson (1955) 

Goffman interactive frames (1974) - Gumperz (1982) speech activity

Laminating frames (Gordon, 2008)

Footing

Goffman (1986) “a change in the alignment we take up to ourselves and others present as expressed in the 

way we manage the production or reception of an utterance”.



Approach to Spoken Discourse Analysis 

● extra-communicative knowledge’ (Jaspers, 2012:135)

● Schemas (Tannen and Wallat, 1993)

● The constructionist approach to identity as “a fluid, fragmentary and 

crucially, constituted in discourse” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2007:17)



Findings

Three frames:

1. Activist Frame
2. Supporter appreciation frame (‘fun’ register)
3. Dark story frame (‘serious’ register)

Family identity:

1. Baby talk (Tannen, 2004)
2. Daddy (Tannen, 2004)



1. Negotiating activist identity through 
frame shifts

Ableson (1976):  

“...attitude towards an object consists in the ensemble of scripts concerning 
that object”.

Bakhtin (1986): intertextuality



Transcript 1: The accident   08:54  Line 43-44 mark the shift between ‘fun’ register to ‘serious’ register

(43) Derek: uhh and he says ‘I love you guys my heart was broken(.) when this accident in Burlington please 

give Esther a big hug for me’ and he hand drew a picture of a pig ahh

          → (44) Steve:                                                     aww

(45) Derek: there was a accident that happened a transport accident (.) that happened here locally about 15 

minutes away where a transport truck of pigs uh flipped over on the way to processing and spilled pigs all 

over the road/ and uh (.) a really dark story unfortunately they mishandled the situation we were there to try 

to help uh but instead they let these pigs suffer all over the road and on the front lawn for four or five hours 

uhh and that’s uh (1)

https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1111356895638200/
https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1111356895638200/


Transcript 1: The accident

  → (46) Steve: …..yeah hhh that’s that so anyway sorry this went a little bit [=dark  didn’t 

it.=

(47) Derek:*=uuuuhhh yes so here is a picture of a pig playing a guita:::::::::r* ]and it 

says ‘rock and roll Esther’ love Lynette and that is from(.) WI where is WI

(48) Steve: Wisconsin/ I think/

(49) Derek: Wyoming/



2. Negotiating Family identity

EDs position Esther as their baby, thus contributing to the construction of 

family identity accomplished by two linguistic strategies: (a) baby talk register 

and (b) referring to themselves as ‘Daddy’ (Tannen, 2004, 401)



Transcript 3: Daddy talk 

(1) → Steve: yeah go to beddies baby it’s *tired piggy*

(2) Esther: [side-eye]=

(3) Steve:=yeah:: (3)

(4) Esther: grunt

(5) Steve: mmm/ you’re tired/

(6) Esther: grunt (.)

(7) Steve: you’re ready for bed/= 

(8) Esther: =[grunt

(9) Steve: yeah] go to beddies

(10) Esther: grunt (-) grunt [Esther knocks down chair]

(11) → Steve: hey {hahaha} (-) *who put that there* (1) {laugh} good girl go to bed

https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1085204291586794/


Transcript 3: Daddy Talk

     (30) Steve: good girl go to beddies (3) [Esther stands and 

waits] %*come on* daddy will make your beddies    hey/% 

look daddy will make your beddies ok/(.) hmm/ %come on%

     (31) Esther: [comes over to her daybed]

     (32) Steve: %the:re%



Conclusion

● New schemas 

● Counter-discourse

● New family identity



What next?

● Analysing comments
● Broader multimodal analysis
● Comparative analysis
● Narrative vs non-narrative
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